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A consensus has emerged that neuroticism is associated with negative affect and extraversion is 
associated with positive affect. However; it is unclear whether these personality traits are 
associated with magnitude of affective reactions (Affective-Reactivity view), with levels of tonic 
affect (Affect-Level view), or with both. To assess these views, affective state was manipulated 
using film clips, measured at multiple time points, and `related to measures of neuroticism and 
extraversion (H. J. Esyenck) and dispositional negative affect and positive affect (Watson, Clark, & 
Tellegen). Results supported both Affective-Reactivity and Affect-Level views, and this support 
was more robust for neuroticism and extraversion than for dispositional negative affect and 
positive affect.
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It is a mark of our common humanity that we each experience emotions such as amusement, sadness, fear, and disgust. 
Yet, these pleasant and unpleasant emotions are not evenly distributed among us. Some individuals seem to be 
particularly prone to experiencing pleasant emotions and more general positive affective states, whereas others seem to 
be more likely to feel unpleasant emotions and more general negative affective states. How are these differences in 
affective experience to be understood?

Common sense tells us that these differences are due to divergent life circumstances. Some people are happier (or 
sadder) than others because of their better (or worse) physical, social, and economic conditions. This view seems 
unimpeachable, rooted as it is in our everyday experience that changes in our physical, social, or economic 
circumstances are potent determinants of emotion. In study after study, however, objective factors such as wealth, age, 
sex, or education explain surprisingly little of the variance in typical positive and negative emotional states (Brickman, 
Coates, & Janoff-Bulman, 1978; Costa & McCrae, 1980; Diener, 1994; Diener, Fujita, & Sandvik, 1996).

If external circumstances cannot fully account for individual differences in emotional experience, where should we look for 
an explanation? One hint comes from structural similarities between the domains of affect and personality (Meyer & 
Shack, 1989). Just as the personality domain has been characterized in terms of two dimensions (e.g., Neuroticism and 
Extraversion: H. J. Eysenck, 1967), so too has the affect domain been characterized in terms of two dimensions (e.g., 
negative and positive affect: Watson & Tellegen, 1985).

A large number of studies now have shown that there are clear associations between neuroticism and measures of 
negative affect and between extraversion and measures of positive affect (e.g., Costa & McCrae, 1980; Emmons & 
Diener, 1985, 1986a, 1986b; Tellegen, 1985; Warr, Barter, & Brownbridge, 1983; Watson & Clark, 1984, 1992). For 
example, Costa and McCrae (1980) found that neuroticism predicted negative affect in everyday life, whereas 
extraversion predicted positive affect, and that these relations held over periods as long as 10 years. On the basis of 
these relations, they and others have proposed that neuroticism and extraversion represent temperamental personality 
dimensions that predispose individuals to negative and positive affect, respectively (McCrae & Costa, 1991).

However, as Larsen and Ketelaar (1991) observed, correlations between personality and affect in everyday life do not 
provide a rigorous test of the temperamental view. This is because different personalities may generate different 
environments, and observed relations between personality and affect may be the result of these instrumentally generated 
circumstances rather than differences in predispositions to negative or positive affect per se (see Caspi, Bern,& Elder, 
1989; McCrae & Costa, 1991). For example, the extravert (as compared with the introvert) accumulates a greater number 
of friends over the years, leading to more frequent social contact and, in turn, to more frequent or intense positive affective 
states. When analyzed properly, experience sampling studies can statistically separate out the contributions of 
temperamental and instrumental influences (e.g., Bolger & Schilling, 1991; Bolger & Zuckerman, 1995), but relatively few 
studies to date have done so.

A more direct evaluation of the temperamental view is possible by taking an experimental approach. In such studies, 
individuals are presented with standardized affect-relevant stimuli in a laboratory setting. These affect-relevant stimuli are 
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expected to generate the target affect for most, if not all, participants, but individual differences in affect are expected. A 
number of studies have used such stimuli, and the same personality-affect relations found in everyday life have been 
observed under these more constrained laboratory conditions (e.g., Berenbaum & Williams, 1995; Larsen & Ketelaar, 
1989, 1991). Thus, for example, Larsen and Ketelaar (1991) found that neuroticism was related to negative affect 
following imagination of an unpleasant situation (e.g., having a close friend die from a painful disease), whereas 
extraversion was related to positive affect following imagination of a pleasant situation (e.g., winning $50,000 in a lottery 
and then taking a vacation).

TWO VIEWS OF TEMPERAMENTAL DIFFERENCES IN EMOTIONAL RESPONDING

Based on these results, a growing number of researchers have concluded that neurotics (as compared with 
non-neurotics) have stronger negative affective reactions to unpleasant stimuli, whereas extraverts (as compared to 
introverts) have stronger positive affective reactions to pleasant stimuli (e.g., Larsen & Ketelaar, 1989, 1991). However, 
these experiments do not conclusively establish whether or not heightened emotional reactivity is the most appropriate 
interpretation of these personality-affect relations. This is because personality and affect have been shown to be related 
across a broad range of everyday situations (e.g., Bolger & Schilling, 1991), and in order to distinguish between 
affective-reactivity (i.e., postinduction minus preinduction affect ratings) and affect-level interpretations (i.e., preinduction, 
postinduction) of personality-affect relations, it is necessary to assess affective state both before and after any laboratory 
manipulation. Unfortunately, previous experimental studies have measured affect at only one point in 
time--postmanipulation--making it difficult to decide whether one or both of two different interpretations of these 
temperamental personality-affect relations is appropriate (see Berenbaum & Williams, 1995; Larsen & Ketelaar, 1989, 
1991).

Affective-Reactivity View

The Affective-Reactivity view holds that individual differences in affect are the result of differences in the magnitude of 
reactions to affect-relevant events (Larsen & Ketelaar, 1991; Strelau, 1987; Tellegen, 1985). If two individuals begin with 
similar levels of negative affect and each is then exposed to the same unpleasant circumstance, any differences in 
negative affect that emerge must reflect differences in reactivity to the unpleasant stimulus. It is these differences that are 
purportedly related to neuroticism (e.g., Larsen & Ketelaar, 1989, 1991; Tellegen, 1985). In this view, differences in 
affective state between individuals high and low on Neuroticism and Extraversion should be evident experimentally when 
one assesses change in affect in response to an appropriate stimulus. Previous studies that have attempted to evaluate 
this view of personality-affect relations have failed to obtain enough measures of affective state to permit conclusions 
about relations between personality and affective reactivity.

Affect-Level View

Despite the popularity of the Affective-Reactivity view, it currently has little direct empirical support. This leaves open the 
possibility that observed personality-affect relations do not result from differences in affective reactivity but rather from 
differences in levels of tonic affect--the Affect-Level view. If neuroticism and extraversion are related to individual 
differences in the tonic level of negative and positive affect, respectively, then personality-affect relations should be 
observed at almost any point in time in nearly any circumstance, be it a nonexperimental situation, a nonmanipulated 
baseline condition, or an experimentally manipulated condition. This suggests that experimentally, these differences 
should be observed both before and after an experimental manipulation of affective state, and at other points in time when 
affective state has not been manipulated. Observing relations such as these would have considerable impact on the 
interpretation of the Affective-Reactivity view.

THE PRESENT STUDY

To assess these two views of personality-affect relations, participants completed two measures of personality, viewed four 
standardized emotion-eliciting film clips (Gross & Levenson, 1995), and completed a measure of affect multiple times 
during an experimental session. This multimeasure, multimanipulation, within-subject design has several advantages over 
other studies that have assessed personality-affect relations. (a) Participants completed a traditional measure of 
neuroticism and extraversion (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1964) as well as a measure of dispositional negative affect and 
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positive affect (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). This permitted assessment of personality-affect relations using 
affect-relevant personality measures that differ conceptually and structurally. (b) The use of standardized films provided 
greater control of the affect-relevant stimuli. This is important because stimuli such as imagery scripts (Larsen & Ketelaar, 
1991) might be strongly influenced by personality via instrumental effects (i.e., differences in the self-generated pleasant 
or unpleasant scenarios), thus making interpretation of personality-affect relations difficult (McCrae & Costa, 1991). (c) 
Participants completed a 19-item affective state measure multiple times during the 1-hour session: once upon arrival, 
before each film, and after each film. This inventory presented terms intended to assess positive affect (e.g., enthusiastic 
and peppy) and negative affect (e.g., jittery and nervous), as well as specific discrete emotions (e.g., amusement, 
disgust). This permitted examination of personality-affect relations at the level of broad affect dimensions and at the level 
of specific discrete emotions. Furthermore, the multiple presentations under varying experimental conditions permitted a 
thorough assessment of both tonic affect levels and changes in affective state, critical to an evaluation of Affect-Level and 
Affective-Reactivity views.

According to the Affect-Level view, (a) neuroticism and dispositional negative affect should be correlated both with 
negative affect and with specific negative emotions upon arrival, before the films, and during the films, and (b) 
extraversion and dispositional positive affect should be correlated both with positive affect and with specific positive 
emotions upon arrival, before the films, and during the films. According to the Affective-Reactivity view, (a) neuroticism 
and dispositional negative affect should be correlated both with increases in negative affect and with increases in specific 
negative emotions in response to unpleasant films, and (b) extraversion and dispositional positive affect should be 
correlated both with increases in positive affect and with increases in specific positive emotions in response to the 
pleasant film. Of course, both Affect-Level and Affective-Reactivity views may be correct, and our interest was in 
determining whether one or both views would garner empirical support.

METHOD

Participants

Participants were 156 undergraduates (82 males) who participated to fulfill a requirement of their introductory psychology 
course. Participants ranged in age from 17 to 25 years (M = 19.8, SD = 1.7), and their ethnicity approximated that of the 
student population: 4% African American, 48% Asian American, 27% Caucasian, 10% Latino, and 11% other.(1)

Personality Measures

Participants completed two affect-relevant measures of personality: the Eysenck Personality Inventory (Eysenck & 
Eysenck, 1964) and the dispositional Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson et al., 1988). The Eysenck 
Personality Inventory consists of 57 yes-no questions concerning typical ways of feeling and behaving and includes 
scales for neuroticism and extraversion. The 24-item Neuroticism scale assesses tendencies to experience anxiety, 
distress, and emotional lability, and in the present sample, the coefficient alpha for this scale was .78. The 24-item 
Extraversion scale assesses sociability and the tendency to seek out stimulation as well as tendencies to impulsively react 
without deliberation, and in the present sample, this scale had a coefficient alpha of .66. These two scales are essentially 
independent; in the present sample, they correlated .02.

Participants also completed the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson et al., 1988) with instructions to rate "how 
you feel in general." The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule includes 10 negative affect items (e.g., distressed, 
irritable) intermixed with 10 positive affect items (e.g., excited, active). These items are used to calculate separate 
dispositional negative affect (Trait NA) and dispositional positive affect (Trait PA) scores, respectively. In the present 
sample, coefficient alpha was .86 for Trait NA and .89 for Trait PA. These scales correlated modestly with each other (r = 
.21) and showed clear convergent and divergent relations with Neuroticism (r = .66 and .05, respectively) and 
Extraversion (r = -.02 and .37, respectively).

Affective State Measures

Affective state was measured using a 19-item inventory with 9-point scales ranging from 0 = not at all to 8 = extremely. 
This inventory was presented at the beginning of the experimental session (initial rating), before each film (prefilm rating), 
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and after each film (film rating). Each administration of the affective state inventory presented the 19 terms in a different 
quasi-random, quasi-counterbalanced fashion. For the initial and prefilm ratings, participants were instructed to respond 
according to "how you feel right now." For the film ratings, participants were instructed to respond according to "the 
maximum amount you felt at any point while watching the film clip." To assess negative affect and positive affect (see 
Thayer, 1989; Watson et al., 1988), terms were selected from Larsen and Diener’s (1992) Activated Unpleasant Affect 
octant and Activated Pleasant Affect octant. The Negative Affect scale was computed by summing ratings on the following 
six terms: annoyed, anxious, distressed, fearful, jittery, and nervous. The Positive Affect scale was computed by summing 
ratings on the following six terms: elated, enthusiastic, euphoric, excited, lively, and peppy. The coefficient alphas for 
negative affect across the initial, prefilm, and film ratings ranged from .67 to .87, with a mean of .78. The coefficient alphas 
for positive affect across the initial, pre film, and film ratings ranged from .86 to .94, with a mean of .90. In addition to 
these measures of negative and positive affect, eight discrete emotions were assessed using the terms amused, angry, 
content, disgusted, fearful, happy, sad, and surprised.(2)

Film Stimuli

Short film clips were used to manipulate affective state. Because there are more discrete negative emotions than discrete 
positive emotions (see Ekman & Davidson, 1994), we used three unpleasant films, each targeting one of three discrete 
negative emotions (i.e., disgust, fear, and sadness), and one pleasant film, targeting a discrete positive emotion (i.e., 
amusement). Two additional films were presented: one to introduce the film presentation procedure and a second to 
produce a mildly pleasant affective state at the end of the film presentation procedure.

Each film clip previously had been validated as an elicitor of a target emotional state (Gross & Levenson, 1995). The 
64-second "Amputation" film was developed by Dr. Paul Ekman of the University of California, San Francisco (see 
Ekman, Friesen, & O’Sullivan, 1988). This film presents a close-up view of the amputation of an arm and has been shown 
to elicit high levels of disgust. The 183-second "Chase" film presents a dramatic chase scene in which a female law 
enforcement officer pursues an armed male suspect; this film has been shown to elicit fear. The 171-second "Father 
Dying" film presents a young boy crying inconsolably at his father’s death; this film has been shown to elicit sadness. The 
205-second "Comedy" film presents a stand-up comedy routine; this film has been shown to elicit amusement. The 
60-second "Geometric Shapes" film presents a dynamic display of geometric shapes that has been shown to elicit a 
relatively neutral affective state characterized by low levels of positive and negative emotions. The 60-second "African 
Landscape" film presents animals in Africa; this film has been shown to elicit contentment.

The order of presentation of these films was systematically varied. The geometric shapes film was presented first to 
accustom participants to our procedures. The African landscape film was presented last to ensure that participants 
returned to a relatively pleasant affective state by the end of the session. Data from these two films were not analyzed. 
The comedy film always was presented fourth in the sequence. The amputation, chase, and father dying films were 
presented second, third, and fifth in the sequence using one of six fully counterbalanced orders. Approximately equal 
numbers of participants viewed films under each of these six presentation orders.

Distractor Task

A simple distractor task was completed prior to each film. The purpose of this distractor task was to limit emotion 
carryover effects from one film to the next. Before viewing each film, participants were instructed to "copy, sketch, or 
draw" an abstract geometric figure (consisting of simple overlapping rectangles, circles, and lines) that was presented for 
40 seconds on a video monitor. Participants were told that the quality of the sketches was unimportant and that our goal 
was to provide breaks between films.

Procedure

Participants were seated in small groups facing a 25-inch video monitor. Groups ranged in size from 2 to 16 participants 
(M = 5.6). Participants completed informed consent and were told that the study was designed to help us learn more 
about emotion, that they would be viewing films that they might find pleasant or unpleasant, and that they should feel free 
to close their eyes or look away if they wished. Participants then completed an initial affect rating and the Eysenck 
Personality Inventory (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1964). Participants then were presented with the first distractor task, followed 
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by the prefilm affect rating for the first film. The geometric shapes film then was presented, after which participants 
completed the first film affect rating. This sequence of distractor task, prefilm affect rating, film presentation, and film affect 
rating was repeated for five additional films. Following the last set of film affect ratings, participants completed the Positive 
and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson et al., 1988) as well as several demographic questions. After the session, subjects 
were fully debriefed.

RESULTS

We first examined whether each film had elicited the expected target emotion. Because these films were developed and 
validated as elicitors of discrete emotions rather than broader negative and positive affective states (Gross & Levenson, 
1995), we also examined these films’ effect on negative and positive affect. Finally, we assessed the Affect-Level and the 
Affective-Reactivity views. Given the number of comparisons, we set the alpha level to .01.(3)

Manipulation Check

Prefilm and film ratings of negative affect, positive affect, and the four target discrete emotions (i.e., disgust, fear, 
sadness, and amusement) for each of the films are presented in Figures 1-4. Within-film comparisons showed that the 
amputation film elicited higher levels of negative affect than positive affect, t(155) = 12.0, and greater disgust than any 
other target emotion, ts(155) [is greater than] 13.0. The chase film elicited higher levels of negative affect than positive 
affect, t(155) = 8.4, and greater fear than any other target emotion, ts(155) [is greater than] 3.7. The father dying film 
elicited higher levels of negative affect than positive affect, t (155) = 11.1, and greater sadness than any other target 
emotion, ts(155) [is greater than] 18.0. The comedy film elicited higher levels of positive affect than negative affect, t(155) 
= 11.9, and higher levels of amusement than any other target emotion, ts(155) [is greater than] 25.0. Between-film 
comparisons for negative affect showed that the amputation and chase films elicited comparable levels of negative affect, 
t(155) = 1.8, ns. These two films elicited greater negative affect than the father dying film, ts(155) [is greater than] 8.0, 
which in turn elicited greater negative affect than the comedy film, t(155) = 10.1. Between-film comparisons for positive 
affect showed that the comedy film elicited greater positive affect than the three other films, ts(155) [is greater than] 6.5. 
The chase film elicited greater positive affect than the amputation film, t(155) = 8.5, which in turn elicited greater positive 
affect than the father dying film, t(155) = 3.2. Together, these findings replicate and extend Gross and Levenson (1995), 
showing that the selected films produced specific increases in the target emotions as well as focal increases in negative 
and positive affect.

[ILLUSTRATIONS OMITTED]

Assessing the Affect-Level View

According to the Affect-Level view, neuroticism and Trait NA should be correlated with negative affect as well as discrete 
negative emotions, and extraversion and Trait PA should be correlated with positive affect as well as discrete positive 
emotions. These personality-affect relations should be observed during the initial assessment as well as during prefilm 
and film assessments of affective state. Results for initial and film periods are presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1: Correlations Between Personality and Affect Level
 
                    Neuroticism   Trait NA   Extraversion   Trait PA
 
Initial 
 Negative affect      .30(*)       .42(*)        .09         .14
 Positive affect      .06          .08           .15         .25(*)
Amputation film
 Negative affect      .38(*)       .37(*)        .13         .21(*)
 Positive affect      .02          .14           .13         .15
 Disgust              .33(*)       .32(*)        .14         .15
Chase film
 Negative affect      .35(*)       .24(*)        .17         .16
 Positive affect      .23(*)       .27(*)        .16         .18
 Fear                 .34(*)       .26(*)        .18         .15
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Father dying film
 Negative affect      .30(*)       .29(*)        .16         .29(*)
 Positive affect      .14          .25(*)        .13         .10
 Sadness              .26(*)       .20           .20         .25(*)
Comedy film
 Negative affect      .32(*)       .41(*)        .06         .05
 Positive affect      .19          .16           .28(*)      .23(*)
 Amusement            .10          .00           .01         .04
 
NOTE: Trait NA = Trait negative affect; Trait PA = Trait positive
affect (Watson et al., 1988).
 
(*) Significant at p < .01 (two-tailed).
 

Negative affect and discrete negative emotions. Neuroticism and Trait NA were correlated with negative affect during the 
initial assessment, prior to each film (correlations ranged from .30 to .46, with a mean of .36), and during each film. These 
results underscore the robustness of the relations between personality and negative affect: In nine of nine possible 
instances, neuroticism and Trait NA both were significantly correlated with negative affect. Personality-affect relations also 
were evident for the discrete negative target emotions, despite the use of single-item measures for each emotion. As can 
be seen in Table 1, the targeted discrete negative emotions (i.e., disgust, fear, and sadness) generally were correlated 
with neuroticism and Trait NA. Furthermore, these personality-affect relations were observed for the initial ratings 
(correlations ranged from -.01 to .29, with a mean of. 19; four of six were greater than .20, p [is less than] .01) and for 
many of the prefilm ratings (correlations ranged from .07 to .30, with a mean of. 18; 10 of 24 were greater than .20, p [is 
less than] .01).

Positive affect and amusement. Trait PA was correlated with positive affect during the initial assessment and the prefilm 
assessments (correlations ranged from .18 to .28, with a mean of .24; three of four were greater than .20, p [is less than] 
.01). Extraversion showed a similar pattern of relations with positive affect during initial and prefilm periods, but these 
correlations were weaker and were nonsignificant (prefilm correlations ranged from .10 to .16, with a mean of .14). For the 
single pleasant film, both extraversion and Trait PA were correlated with positive affect, but neither was significantly 
correlated with the target emotion of amusement. Furthermore, ratings of amusement were not correlated with 
extraversion or Trait PA during the initial period (rs = .06 and .11, respectively) or during any of the prefilm periods 
(correlations ranged from -.09 to 0, with a mean of -.05).

Assessing the Affective-Reactivity View

Several options were available for testing the Affective-Reactivity view. One was to use a simple change score approach, 
in which change scores were created by subtracting prefilm ratings from film ratings for negative affect, positive affect, 
and each of the targeted discrete emotions, This approach is more generally appropriate than usually thought and has the 
advantage of interpretability (see Gottman & Rushe, 1993; Llabre, Spitzer, Saab, Ironson, & Schneiderman, 1991; 
Rogosa, 1995). In the present context, however, prefilm scores were negatively correlated with change scores in some 
instances. For this reason, a residualized change score approach was used. Film ratings were regressed on prefilm 
ratings, then the residual was used as the index of change in correlational analyses with the personality measures. This 
approach assesses the relation between change in affective state and personality holding constant prefilm affective state. 
This approach is useful in the present study because participants clearly did not report the same affective state prior to 
each film, and these individual differences were correlated with personality. The Affective-Reactivity view predicts that 
neuroticism and Trait NA should correlate with the increase in negative affect and the target negative emotion for the 
three unpleasant films and that extraversion and Trait PA should correlate with the increase in positive affect and 
amusement for the pleasant film. Correlations are presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2: Correlations Between Personality and Affective Reactivity
 
                    Neuroticism   Trait NA   Extraversion   Trait PA
 
Amputation film
 Negative affect       .26(*)      .23(*)       .11         .20
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 Positive affect      -.02         .11          .08         .06
 Disgust               .32(*)      .30(*)       .13         .14
Chase film
 Negative affect       .26(*)      .13          .16         .15
 Positive affect       .16         .22(*)       .08         .04
 Fear                  .28(*)      .20          .20         .15
Father dying film
 Negative affect       .17         .15          .18         .29(*)
 Positive affect       .10         .24(*)       .08         .02
 Sadness               .25(*)      .19          .20         .25(*)
Comedy film
 Negative affect       .10         .13          .05         .08
 Positive affect       .14         .12          .24(*)      .17
 Amusement             .08         .02          .03         .01
 
NOTE: Trait NA = Trait negative affect; Trait PA = Trait positive
affect (Watson et al., 1988).
 
(*) Significant at p < .01 (two-tailed).
 

Negative affect and discrete negative emotions. Neuroticism was correlated with the increase in negative affect in 
response to the amputation and chase films. Furthermore, neuroticism was correlated with the increase in target emotion 
for each of the three unpleasant films. Trait NA showed a similar, but weaker, pattern of correlations.

Positive affect and amusement. Extraversion was correlated with the increase in positive affect in response to the comedy 
film. However, Trait PA was not, and neither of these personality dimensions were related to the increase in amusement 
in response to the comedy film.

DISCUSSION

Despite consistent reports of associations between neuroticism and measures of negative affect and between 
extraversion and measures of positive affect (e.g., Costa and McCrae, 1980; M. Eysenck, 1987; Larsen & Ketelaar, 1989, 
1991; Strelau, 1987; Tellegen, 1985), the precise nature of these personality-affect relations remains unclear. Do these 
relations reflect individual differences in the magnitude of emotional reactions to discrete stimuli (Affective-Reactivity 
view), in the levels of tonic affect (Affect-Level view), or both?

To address these questions, a large sample of undergraduates (a) completed two inventories assessing affect-relevant 
personality dimensions, (b) viewed four emotion-eliciting films, and (c) completed measures of affective state at the start 
of the experimental session and before and after each film. The personality measures were Neuroticism and Extraversion 
from the Eysenck Personality Inventory (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1964) and Trait-NA and Trait PA from the dispositional 
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson et al., 1988). The selected films previously have been shown to produce 
increases in the target emotions of disgust, sadness, fear, and amusement (Gross & Levenson, 1995). The affective state 
measures were negative affect, positive affect, and the four discrete emotions targeted by the four films.

Support for the Affect-Level View

As predicted by the Affect-Level view, neuroticism and Trait NA were correlated with negative affect and with specific 
discrete emotions throughout the experimental session. These personality-affect relations were evident in initial affect 
ratings and across a series of pre- and postinduction measures of affect. These findings are consistent with previous work 
by Larsen and Ketelaar (1991), which showed that the relation between neuroticism and negative affect was quite similar 
following neutral (r = .29) and negative imagery induction conditions (r = .34). Thus, these temperamental personality 
dimensions appear to be good predictors of negative affect levels and specific negative emotion levels even when 
negative affect is not experimentally induced. We also found the expected correlations between positive affect and both 
extraversion and Trait PA across pre- and postinduction periods. These relations tended to be weaker than 
personality-affect relations in the domain of negative affect. Unlike the neuroticism-affect relations, however, there was 
little association between either extraversion or Trait PA and the specific emotion of amusement targeted during the 
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comedy film.

Although findings were generally supportive of the Affect-Level view, it is apparent from Table 1 that there also were a 
number of unexpected findings. By dint of their unexpectedness, some may be spurious. Others, however, may not, 
particularly those that appear for both measures. Two findings are noteworthy.

During the chase film, what are we to make of the association between neuroticism and Trait NA on the one hand, and 
positive affect on the other? We suspect that this finding may be attributable to the thematic complexity of this film. 
Although this film elicited high levels of negative affect, as is evident from Figure 2, it also elicited high levels of positive 
affect. It may be that these feelings (including excitement) were most evident in those subjects who were particularly 
involved by its content, namely, those with higher levels of neuroticism and Trait NA. This unexpected finding serves as a 
caution against overly simple interpretations of responses to complex emotional stimuli such as those used here.

A second pair of findings also may seem puzzling. In the context of the comedy film, why did neuroticism and Trait NA 
predict negative affect? We believe that this finding is entirely consistent with the Affect-Level view. Virtually everywhere 
one looks, it seems, neuroticism and Trait NA are correlated with negative affective states, even in contexts where little 
negative affect might be expected. Admittedly, the present design does not test the limits of these personality-affect 
relations. Given that the comedy film always was presented after two negatively valenced films, there may have been 
affective carryover from these unpleasant films. However, when examining another point in time when one might expect 
homogeneously low negative affect (i.e., prior to the presentation of the first unpleasant film), negative affect still was 
correlated with both neuroticism and Trait NA (rs [is greater than] .30). Therefore, we believe that these findings 
underscore the persistent relation between personality and negative affect. In so doing, these results strongly warn 
against assuming that completing questionnaires or watching an affectively neutral film will produce comparable baseline 
affective states in all subjects.

Support for the Affective-Reactivity View

Our findings also provided support for the Affective-Reactivity view, although the more traditional measures of neuroticism 
and extraversion showed stronger correlations with change in affect than did the measures of dispositional negative and 
positive affect. When reactivity was operationalized using residualized change scores, we found that neuroticism was 
correlated with the increase in the target emotion for each unpleasant film, and with the increase in negative affect for two 
of the three unpleasant films. Specifically, neuroticism was correlated with increases in disgust and negative affect in 
response to the amputation film, with increases in fear and negative affect in response to the chase film, and with 
increases in sadness in response to the father dying film. By contrast, Trait NA was related only to increases in disgust 
and negative affect in response to the amputation film. Neither extraversion nor Trait PA predicted amusement responses 
to the comedy film, and only extraversion predicted increases in positive affect. With the exception of the relatively weak 
correlations involving Trait NA and Trait PA in the reactivity analyses, then, we found direct support for both Affect-Level 
and Affective-Reactivity views.

Levels of Analysis: Negative Affect, Positive Affect, and Discrete Emotions

Because we induced a limited number of affective states, each with only one film, we are unable to make strong 
statements about differential relations among personality, negative and positive affect, and specific discrete emotions. 
This limitation notwithstanding, it does appear useful to examine personality-affect relations both at the level of broad 
affects and at the level of specific discrete emotions. In this study, we observed hints of differential associations between 
affect and personality as a function of the level of analysis (see Diener, Smith, & Fujita, 1995). Thus, for example, in 
Tables 1 and 2, we note that although the relations between neuroticism/Trait NA and affect were similar at the level of 
broad negative affective states and at the level of discrete negative emotions, for extraversion/Trait PA, personality-affect 
relations were evident only for the measure of broad positive affective state, and not for the specific target emotion of 
amusement. We believe that researchers who measure affect at multiple levels will be rewarded by a more complete (if 
necessarily more complicated) understanding of the relations between personality and affect.

What Do These Findings Tell Us About the Links Between Personality and Affect?
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As has been observed previously (e.g., McCrae & Costa, 1991), it often is difficult to distinguish an affectively relevant 
personality questionnaire from a measure of chronic affect. Labels aside, if one measure (say of personality) is replete 
with questions about typical affective states, and another measure (say of typical levels of affect) directly measures 
chronically activated emotion, it should be no great surprise that the two measures are related to one another. Calling one 
a personality measure and another an affect measure should not obscure the possibility that studies of personality and 
affect may amount to little more than demonstrations of construct validity or alternate forms of reliability. In fact, the only 
surprise may be that they are not more highly correlated with one another capitalizing, as they do, on a shared question 
set.

This possibility brings us to the heart of connections between affect and personality, both of which are notoriously 
resistant to ready definition (Pervin, 1993). If the reason for previously observed affect-personality correlations was merely 
overlap in item content, this would suggest that the more similar the measures were--in terms of face validity--the higher 
the correlations should be (see John, 1990). In the present study, however, this clearly was not the case. The 
dispositional Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson et al., 1988) explicitly instructed subjects to report typical 
levels of negative affect and positive affect using terms very similar to those used to assess momentary levels of negative 
affect and positive affect during this study. We found that the correlations between negative affect and neuroticism were 
stronger than those between negative affect and Trait NA, especially when assessing affective reactivity. Nonetheless, the 
potential for tautological statements about relations between constructs from these two domains remains high. Theoretical 
statements concerning personality-affect links must keep this danger in mind, and an integration of these two domains 
seems most likely in the context of multimethod studies employing multiple measures of personality as well as 
physiological, subjective, and behavioral aspects of affect (e.g., Sutton & Davidson, 1997).

CONCLUSION

When trying to understand dramatic individual differences in affective experience, researchers and nonresearchers alike 
may be tempted to focus on acute reactions to changes in the environment. The present study’s support for both 
Affect-Level and Affective-Reactivity views in the context of standardized, externally based manipulations of affect 
suggests that personality is an important determinant of affective responding and that the temperamental view of 
personality-affect relations has merit. This suggests that environmental changes may indeed influence affective 
responding but that a full appreciation of individual differences in affective responding requires an understanding of how 
personality shapes both tonic affect levels and affective reactivity (Tellegen, 1991). Much remains to be done, but the 
present findings strongly suggest that affective traits are related both to typical levels of affect and to the magnitude of 
specific acute affective responses to external stimuli.

NOTES

(1.) The data from four participants were withheld from statistical analyses due to (a) less than 6 years of 
English-speaking experience (n = 1), (b) experimenter error (n = 1), and (c) very high levels of affective reactivity (greater 
than 3 SD from the mean) to multiple films (n = 2).

(2.) Four of these were target emotions (amused, disgusted, fearful, and sad). Notice that "fearful" is used both as an 
element of the negative affect score and as a discrete emotion term.

(3.) Recent work suggests that extraversion and neuroticism may jointly influence affective responding under certain 
conditions (e.g., Derryberry & Reed, 1994; McFatter, 1994; Wallace, Newman, & Bachorowski, 1991). We therefore 
conducted preliminary analyses in which extraversion, neuroficism, and their interaction were entered as predictors of 
affective reports. In the level analyses reported in Table 1, the E x N interaction term was significant in only 2 of 14 cases 
(initial negative affect; comedy film amusement). In the affective reactivity analyses reported in Table 2, the E x N 
interaction term was significant in only 1 of 12 cases (comedy film amusement). Because of the limited number of 
interactions, we considered only main effects.
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